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Summary 

By means of well-proven methods of investigation 
the Pacinian corpuscles in the mesa-jejunum of the 
cat were injected with vital stains (patent blue 
violet and Japanese ink), and the ~nsport of 
dyestuffs through the lymphatic sys~em established. 

Observations in the literature regarding the 
lymphatic pathways, which havf close rela
tionships with the sensory end-0rgans, have 
hitherto been very scanty. This was probably 
because they were never the main ,ubject of 
any research project, or else no/ observers 
were prepared to commit themselves owing 
to the rather meagre possibiliti~s of demon-
stration. ' 

On the basis of these facts an effort has been 
made to establish something definite, by 
means of a new and already proven injection 
technique using intra-vital stain~. 

Literature 

Our present day knowledge regarding the 
form and structure of the mechanoreceptorS 
is to a great extent the outcome of classical 
methods of examination viz. light microscopy, 
anu also, more recently electronmicroscopy, 
The problems which were presented in the 
assessment of the morphological and structu
ral factors, by a classification of the receptors 
on the basis of numerous variations and 
transitional forms, were defined by Stohr (37) 
and Kantner (16), amongst others. A classifi
cation of the mechano-receptots was also 
attempted by Stach, Fanghiin~I and Schultz 
(36), who found three tYPes ~f sensory 
endings. Also, Jabonero and Moya (15) 'des
cribed three main types, amodg which in 
addition the Pacinian corpuscl~s were in
cluded. 

More recently, Ha/ata ( 12) in referring to 
this has undertaken a classification of the 
mechano-receptors in which he also makes a 
distinction into three types, on the basis of 
the endings, structure and localisation. How
ever, the Pacinian corpuscles are not separated 
here, but they belong to Type Ill. 

Further discussion of the Pacinian corpuscles 
emerges from this, in that it includes the large 
Pacinian corpuscles incorporated in the 
Halata.(12) Type III, which were discovered 
in 1741 by Vater and again found by Pacini 
in 1835, but not the small, simple, encapsulated 
Pacinian corpuscles which are likewise associated 
with this group. As has been declared by 
Watzka (41), among the very polymorphous 
nerve end-organs the lamellated corpuscles, 
including again the Pacinian corpuscles, occur 
the most abundantly. They are the largest (40) 
and are found everywhere in the organism, 
among other sites being the mesentery in the 
neighbourhood of the pancreas or around the 
joints (31). Their existence has also been 
confirmed by other authors (3, 4, 6, 19, 25, 
33, 39). 

The Pacinian corpuscles are slightly flattened, 
oval structures, which can attain a length of 
4 mm.and a thickness of 2 mm (1). The nerves 
of supply lose their myelin sheath as they 
enter the corpuscles and run through the 
inner core as an unmyelinated strand (19). 
Their most striking structural feature are the 
concentric lamellae, up to sixty in number, 
which surround the inner core, and between 
which there is a protein-containing fluid (1, 
2, 3, 30, 22). This also explains more definitely 
the well-known change in shape of the Pacinian 
corpuscles produced by swelling, as mentioned 
by Schwarz (34). 

* In Germany, and elsewhere on the continent these are often referred to as Vater-Pacinian corpuscles. 
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Each lamellated corpuscle is supplied by 
blood capillaries (l, 2, 3, 4, 19, 20, 22, 27, 
35), in such a way however, that the inner 
core is always free of vessels ( 4, 30). 

With regard to the lymphatic paihways of 
the nerve endings (corpuscles) there are con
tributions from, amongst others Key anq_ 
Retzius (17) and Rauber and Kopsch (30), 
concerning Pacinian corpuscles in man. 
According to these the lymphatic pathways 
were represented by fine clefts between the 
perineural lamellae, but not thrqughout the 
capsular space. 

In the neighbourhood of the Pa<,:inian corpusc
les Loeschke (22) found strikingly numerous 
and extensive lymphatic vessels, I which often 
showed a particularly thick wall and some
times clung closely to the corpuscles. In the 
cases where a strong protein pr~cipitate was 
visible in the clefts there was often found in 
the surrounding lymph vessels a' similarly 
stained, but seemingly homogeneous mass 
of protein. I 

The function of the Pacinian corpuscles is not 
yet definitely established (39). An opposite 
view expressed by Kruger (20) is that the 
corpuscles work as a "lymph-organ". The 
Pacinian corpuscles may record pressure 
stimuli (20, 41) and vibration stimuli (1 4 

I ' ' 20, 24, 28, 29, 32), and thus possibly play 
a part in blood pressure regulation (4, 22). 
According to Seiferle (35) the Pacinian cor
puscles of the mesentery function as mechano
receptors for deep sensibility, which react to 
traction and pressure and regulate the normal 
blood circulation of the stomach and intesti
nal tract. 

Material and Methods 

From an extensive material, we obtained 
Pacinian corpuscles from the abdominal cavity 
of a freshly killed female cat, about 1 1 /2 
years old. We made use of the previously 
used injection technique (8, 9, 10, 11) with 
a 2,5% patent blue violet solution* and with 
an Japanese ink suspension. Immediately 
after opening the abdomen the injection was 
made with an extremely fine bannula under 
the stereo-microscope, into the Pacinian cor-

* From the Byk-Gulden Co., Konstanz 

puscles present in the meso-jejunum, and in
deed, occasionally injections were made into 
the different portions of it - proximal, inter
mediate and distal. After the injection of the 
dye, on the surface of the corpuscles and in 
their neighbourhood, very fine formations of 
varying sizes became apparent, looking like 
~trings of pearls, while at the same time an 
outflow of the dye was observed. 

Results and Discussion 

The Pacinian corpuscles present in the mesentery 
are generally quite numerous. They are increased 
however in the cranial portion of the meso
jejunum where they can be found on both 
sides in intimate relationship to the whole 
length of the jejuna} arteries. 

The Pacinian corpuscles, which were particularly 
large and very prominent in this animal had the 
shape of a rotation ellipsoid. The measurements 
of 4 mm long and 2 mm thick given in the 
literature as maximal (1) were exceeded here 
by several corpuscles. Some were found with 
a length of 6,8 mm, in which the quoted 
average width of two-thirds the length, varied 
widely. These large corpuscles stood out parti
cularly strongly. They appeared bluish translu
cent with, in their long axis, the centrally 
lying white inner core with its surrounding 
lamellae (Fig. 1). The structure of all Pacinian 
corpuscles is basically the same, although 
according to Kruger (21) all the corpuscles 
seen in the cat differ from those of man in 
shape and structure, although this question 
will not be gone into here. According to 
Kruger (20), to the already-mentioned con
stituent parts, such as the nervous inner core 
with its surrounding lamellae, one must also 
add the blood supply, which however, is 
characterized and confirmed as being very 
scanty. 

The peripheral boundary of the Pacinian 
corpuscle is the outermost lamella of the 
whole lamellar system and this is designated 
by Kruger (W) the capsular lamella. It is two 
to three times stronger than the remaining 
lamellae. As one moves further from the 
centre the lamellae are arranged in layers like 
an onion-skin. Each two lamellae form an 
encapsulated cavity filled with fluid. Accor
ding to Bargmann (1) a lamella consists of 
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the juxtaposition of the outer wall of the 
cavity with the inner wall of the next cavity. 
The cavity of the capsule holds fluid and can 
be emptied by puncture with a fine needle. 

With very tightly filled Pacinian corpuscles , 
vessels appear on their surface and in the 
surroundings, which, at repeated short inter
vals show a spontaneous, rhythmic pattern 
of movement in the periphery, similar to the 
findings in lymph vessels, which have already 
been described by Heller (13), ~ inmonth and 
Tay lor (18) , Witte and Schricker ( 42) , Horst
mann (14), Mis/in (23) and Fabipn (9) . With 
the injections of patent blue violet into the 
outermost lamellar system there follows 
immediately a migration of dye in the pro
ximal section, solely in the direction of the 
stalk. As a result of this immediate migration 
of dyestuff, vessels such as capillaries , which 
previously were not detectable at all, become 
visible . It is well-known that patent blue 
violet has an affinity for the ly~phatic sy
stem. Therefore, without any d9ubt , it may 
be that th.is phenomenon involves transport 
by the lymphatic vessels . Also if an injection 
is given into the innermost lamellar layer in 
the vicinity of the inner core, in the proximal 
portion, there immediately follows a migration 
in the direction of the stalk. Injections into 
the outermost lamellar layer and the inner 
lamellar system near the central 1core allow 
one to detect a migration of dye over the 
anterior portion of the Pacininn !corpuscle 
(Fig. 2) and Ii kewise in the direction of the 
stalk. With injections, into the distal part of 
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Fig. l : Pacinian corpuscles from the 
mesa-jejunum of a cat. N.B. the lymph 
capillaries coursing over the surface 
(arrow), the arrangement of lamellae 
and the central core. 

the corpuscle there follows a migration 
distally and also in a proximal direction over 
the stalk. 

If one punctures a tightly filled corpuscle with 
a fine cannula , it can be emptied and made 
to collapse completely and in this way at the 
same time the fluid removed can be replaced 
by patent blue violet solution. With increasing 
pressure the dye distributes itself evenly 
throughout the entire corpuscle , regardless of 
whether the puncture was made more peri
pherally or more centrally. A blue colouration 
of the vessels and capillaries is seen immediately 
in the entire surroundings of the Paci.nian 
corpuscle , and this in addition moves from 
the surface of the corpuscle into the peri
phery. Here also there has been , without 
doubt, a migration of the dyestuff in the 
lymphatic vessels. 

Although Loeschke (22) was also able to in
ject the Pacinian corpuscles with Chinese ink, 
he was nevertheless unable to demonstrate any 
effe rent drainage pathways. However, he 
stressed that lymph vessels, conspicuous both 
in number and ex tent existed in their neigh
bourhood. In contrast to these statements, 
injections of Japanese ink were also under
taken , in which the results were similar to 
those obtained with the patent blue viole t 
injections , although here there was a slightly 
delayed migration of the material into the 
lymphatic system. In addition the migration 
of the dyestuff proceeded very irregularly 
and very diffusely through the more or less 
huge groups of the jejuna! lymph nodes. 
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Fig. 2: Pacinian corpuscles after injec
tion of Japanese ink, with efferent 
lymph capillaries, extending to the 
periphery. Here, the "string of pearls" 
appearance is already visible (arrow). 

The very rapid , uniform migration of the dye 
within the Pacinian corpuscles was explained 
as follows. Dogie! (7) suggested 'that the 
lamellae of the corpuscles contain tiny ope
nings, through which the fluids are able to 
pass, a view which once again has not remai
ned unchallenged (6). An effor was likewise 
made to inject with Japanese ink the peripheral 
lymphatic vessels which had been delineated 
by the injection of patent blue violet into the 
Pacinian corpuscles, which repeatedly suceeded 
after breaking down the individual valves. In 
this way a filling of the corpuscle was achieved, 
with a simultaneous escape of the ink peri
pherally into the lymph capillaries and vessels 
previously outlined with blue. 

In the light of the foregoing results one may 
express the following conclusions: 
The injections of Pacinian corpuscles in the 
meso-jejunum of the cat, with patent blue 
violet and Japanese ink enabl one to recognize 
a re lationship between the corpuscles and the 
lymphatic system of the surrounding area . The 
efferent lymph capillaries from the Pacin ian 
corpuscles are present, even altlmugh they a.re 
hidden from sight, because when they are 
empty they are able to collapse comple tely. 
However, when they are full they are very 
distensible and can easily be recognized. 

On the basis of electron-microscopical studies 
Casley-Smith (S) arrived at the theory which 
is accepted at the present time, according to 
which lymph originates from the tissue fluids . 
As the starting point of his demonstration he 

regards as important the collapsed, closed-off 
lymph capillaries which end in the clefts in 
the tissues (intercellular space, interstitium). 
If particular processes then lead to increased 
circulation and raised permeability of the 
blood capiJlaries, there is a rise in the tissue 
fluid con tent. Other processes can also lead 
to an increase in water filtration in the tissues 
and thereby lead to them swelli11g. 

From the morphological aspect the great 
enlargement of the Pacinian corpuscles in th.is 
instance, is comparable to their demonstration 
by injection. The reticular fibres, which ar.e 
anchored to the lymph capillaries in the 
surrounding connective tissue, pull the endo
thelial cells apart and thus open up the lymph 
capillaries. Apart from th.is the capacity for 
permeability is greater in the lymph capillaries 
than in the blood capillaries , as in the former 
the basement membrane is either discontinuous 
or absent. 

In summary, it can be explained as follows, 
viz. that a migration of fluid from the Pacinian 
corpuscles occurs into the lymph capillaries 
or vessels of the surroundings and, more 
distally , in to the corresponding lymph nodes. 
Loeschke has confirmed the above findings 
by comparable observations. 
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